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SUBJECT:

The Vancouver Police Board
Vancouver Police Board Governance Committee
Annual Audit of Street Check Data, and update to the 34 recommendations from the
External Pyxis review

RECOMMENDATIONS:
THAT this report be received for information.
BACKGROUND:
In June of 2018, the Vancouver Police Board (Board) received a service or policy complaint from the Union
of BC Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) and the BC Civil Liberties Association (BCCLA), about the overrepresentation
of Indigenous and Black people in street check data that had been released through a Freedom of
Information request.
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The censorship of relevant information from the Pyxis
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• Approving and implementing a street checks policy for the VPD that is in compliance with the new
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Provincial Standards on Police Stops;
• Accepting the findings of the 18-month external Pyxis review commissioned by the Board;
• Supporting the 34 recommendations outlined in the final Pyxis report; and,
• Committing to ongoing oversight and involvement through the Governance Committee by:
o Monitoring the annual provincially mandated audit of street checks;
o Overseeing the annual release of VPD street check data; and,
o Ensuring action continues to be taken with respect to the 34 recommendations in the Pyxis
report.

The attached report from the VPD is the first annual audit report of VPD street check data, and covers the
period from when the Provincial Standards on Police Stops first came into effect on January 15, 2020, to
December 31, 2020. The Governance Committee will continue to oversee the annual audit reports, which
will be publicly released in February of each year, and will comprise the VPD’s street check data for each
calendar year moving forward.
SUMMARY
The attached report has been reviewed by the Board’s Governance Committee. The report exceeds the
requirements of the provincially mandated audit by including a review of all submitted street checks (as
opposed to a sample selection), and by providing status updates on the 34 recommendations from the
external Pyxis review. The report also upholds the Board’s commitment to annually releasing street check
data that is broken down by gender and ethnicity, and monitors for any street checks that don’t comply
with the VPD’s policy.
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racism in the justice system.

In 2020, the Board directed the VPD to establish a Black and African Diaspora Advisory Committee (in
addition to the existing Indigenous Advisory Committee), and to develop and provide historical awareness
and cultural sensitivity training for current and future officers regarding the experiences of Black people
in Vancouver and Canada. The Terms of Reference for this Committee have been drafted by the VPD, and
reviewed by the Governance Committee, and work in constituting this committee is ongoing. Additional
training regarding anti-racism awareness and experiences of different people who have experienced
racism in Vancouver is currently being developed with a goal to train the Department in 2021. Content
for this training is being developed through consultation with members of the community.

CONCLUSION
The Governance Committee will continue to oversee the annual audit of the VPD’s street check data, and
the annual releasing of VPD street check data to ensure transparency, and accountability. The attached
report from the VPD is being provided to the Board for information through the Governance Committee,
as part of its ongoing commitment to oversight and responsiveness to this issue.
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SUBJECT:
Street Check Audit Report
____________________________________________________________________________
RECOMMENDATION:
THAT the Vancouver Police Board (VPB) receive this report for information.
SUMMARY:
In September of 2018, as part of its governance and oversight responsibilities, the VPB committed
to auditing street checks and annually releasing street check data that is broken down by gender
and ethnicity. On January 15, 2020, British Columbia (BC) Provincial Policing Standard (BCPPS)
6.2.1 Police Stops (‘Standard’) came into effect. The Standard also requires police departments
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The following is a high-level listing of the audit’s findings. Important background, information, and
context is in the main body of the report, and must be read to avoid any misinterpretations:
The Law Surrounding Street Checks (pages 6-8)
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In addition to BC, the following provincial governments have either regulated or provided
guidance on the practice of street checks: Ontario; Saskatchewan; Nova Scotia; Quebec,
and; Alberta (they are listed in chronological order of when each government provided
direction).
Police cannot conduct a street check that is random, arbitrary, biased, or based on identity
factors such as (but not limited to) race or ethnicity.
Police can conduct street checks when they are making enquiries into reasonable and
legitimate public safety purposes such as (but not limited to) suspicious activity, crime
prevention or intelligence gathering.
Those who have stated that street checks are illegal, even when they are done free of
The
Supreme
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any bias, are incorrect.
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are illegal"

the Supreme Court of Canada in R v. Le.

Audit Results (pages 8-12)



The audit will report on all street check records that were submitted between January 15,
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Records
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Ethnicity/Race
(% of Van’s Pop)
Street checks Asian (38.9%)
are STILL racist Black (1.0%)
Caucasian (46.1%)
and
Hispanic (1.8%)
disproportionately
Indigenous (2.2%)
targeting
Middle Eastern (1.9%)
Black and
South Asian (6.0%)
Indigenous
Unknown
people!
Total

Count
31
21
204
3
53
6
24
11
353

% of Total
Entries
8.8%
5.9%
57.8%
0.8%
15.0%
1.7%
6.8%
3.1%
100.0%

Count
8
3
37
1
14
1
2
6
72

% of Total
Entries
2.3%
0.8%
10.5%
0.3%
4.0%
0.3%
0.6%
1.7%
20.5%

Count
23
18
167
2
39
5
22
5
281

% of Total
Entries
6.5%
5.1%
47.3%
0.6%
11.0%
1.4%
6.2%
1.4%
79.5%
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a
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Proactive Street
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and antiChecks
Indigenous racism
Ethnicity/Race
Count Percentage
(% of Van’s Pop)
7
8.0%
Asian (38.9%)
2
2.3%
Black (1.0%)
49
56.3%
Caucasian (46.1%)
1
1.1%
Hispanic (1.8%)
20
23.0%
Indigenous (2.2%)
1
1.1%
Middle Eastern (1.9%)
7
8.0%
South Asian (6.0%)
Total
87
100.0%
•

Female
Count Percentage

Male
Count Percentage

3
0
8
0
8
0
0

3.4%
0.0%
9.2%
0.0%
9.2%
0.0%
0.0%

4
2
41
1
12
1
7

4.6%
2.3%
47.1%
1.1%
13.8%
1.1%
8.0%

19

21.8%

68

78.2%

Note that for Black people there were only two proactive street checks, while 20 of the
street checks were of Indigenous people; however, 11 of the street checks of Indigenous
people were a check of their well-being or safety. Police should not be involved in

wellness checks.

Just doubling down on
Statistical Disproportionality (pages 15-17)
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profiling in
 There is ethnic/racial statistical disproportionality in data across the entire spectrum of the
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cause of
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different
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Suspect Histories of People in the Street Check Records (pages 17-18)

information. This practice violates
 Street
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aredoes
a preventative
practice with value to future investigations. Lawfully
individual liberty
and privacy
not
conducted street checks are a fundamental tool to proactive policing.
meet the standard
of "real risk of imminent
Repeated
calls
for or
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 Street checks are conducted because of a concern about
a person’s
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because ofof
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In 2020, VPD officers came across 3,999 crimes before they were reported (‘on-view’),
which is an average of 11 on-view crimes per day, or one on-view crime every 2 hours
This is, by definition, not a street check; this is
and 12 minutes.
technically
policestreet
investigation
Missing Person Unit investigators
regularlyareview
checks asorainvestigative
first step to possibly
locating a missing person. detention.
Street checks have also proven to be useful in other
investigations, including developing networks between gang associates for organized
crime files, and determining the locations of those armed and dangerous.
The following table shows the trend in the Total Crime Severity Index (CSI) in the three
years prior to Ontario’s street check regulation (year-end 2013 to year-end 2016) and
compares it to the three years since the regulation came into effect (year-end 2016 to
year-end 2019). Note how all but one of the largest Ontario municipalities worsened in
the last three years and the degree of worsening was not insignificant:

Total CSI
Largest Ontario Police Services vs. Canada & Vancouver
2013-2016 2016-2019
Geography
Index % Change % Change
Canada
CSI
4.5%
10.3%
Ontario
CSI
1.4%
13.9%
Ottawa
CSI
4.9%
12.0%
Peel Region
CSI
2.3%
1.0%
Halton Region
CSI
-2.3%
11.9%
Hamilton
CSI
-1.5%
9.4%
Durham Region
CSI
0.4%
11.1%
Waterloo Region CSI
5.6%
20.8%
Toronto
CSI
1.1%
14.8%
York Region
CSI
6.0%
29.4%
London
CSI
-0.5%
7.4%
Niagara
CSI
-13.5%
30.5%
Vancouver
CSI
9.6%
-3.3%

The implication that crime has
skyrocketed in a jurisdiction that
has curbed the illegal and harmful
practice of carding is repugnant.
Charter rights are not subject to
police whim. And there continues
to be no evidence that streets
checks actually reduce crime.
Even police officers in others parts
of the country have stated that
street checks data is "garbage in,
garbage out."

Banning Street Checks (pages 22-25)

In R v Le, the



Concerns over street check practices are based on the assertion that police are
Supreme Court of
conducting them randomly, arbitrarily,
or based
a bias that results in discriminatory
Policy
designonand
actions. A street check conducted based
on
this
motivation
is
unlawful.
Canada found an
intent is not the same
 The VPD’s policy on conducting street
checks
prohibits
such
unlawful
street
checks.
interaction involving
as lived reality and
officer to observe an action or behaviour that is
What is "done  Section 11 of the policy requires the
impact.
a street check
reasonably seen as suspicious, or raises a concern for a person’s well-being or safety.
properly"? All
constituted
 The Standard and the VPD policy are designed to ensure police are not
stopping arbitrary
street checks are
individuals because they are homeless, marginalized, based on their ethnicity, or thatpsychological
they
supposed to be
‘don’t belong in this neighbourhood’, or many other factors.
detention.
"voluntary"
 Done properly, street checks are lawful and police have the legal authority to conduct them
because there is because they fall squarely within the scope of police duties recognized in common law
no lawful
generally and Canadian jurisprudence, specifically; to preserve the peace, prevent crime,
authority for
and protect life and property. NO. The legal opinion provided to the Nova Scotia

them otherwise.

Human Rights Commission concludes: "The
common law does not empower the police to
conduct street checks, because they are not
reasonably necessary. They are therefore illegal."
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Unlike Ontario, the legal authority to conduct street checks in BC is not governed by regulation.
Furthermore, Tulloch report also found that "there is little to no evidence that a random, unfocused
collection of identifying
information
hasauthority
benefits to
that
outweigh
the
socialincost of the practice."
Unlike Ontario,
the legal
conduct
street
checks


BCMichael
is NOTTulloch,
governed
a by regulation.
Justice
Ontario
Court of Appeal Judge, led a review of Ontario’s
regulation (Independent Street Checks Review) stated, “the police are generally free to
ask questions of anyone on the street, regardless of whether an offence has been
committed. However, the person being questioned does not have to answer and can
proceed on their way”. These types of stops and subsequent inquiries must not be
arbitrary; they must be rooted in an officer’s observations of what they reasonably believe
is suspicious activity by that person, or used to gather pertinent intelligence about
suspicious activity. As Justice Tulloch summarizes, “when a police officer, without bias or
discrimination, asks an individual to provide information, and the person voluntarily
provides information, then there is no question that the information was properly obtained.”
The concept of banning lawful street checks encroaches on the police’s ability to engage
in other types of voluntary interactions, such as police approaching the subject of a
complaint that stems from a call for service.
Consider that in the other provinces that have developed regulations or guidelines, none
of them has banned the practice.

Even if street
checks are
voluntary and
someone is
theoretically free
to leave during a
street check, this
is impracticable.
Considering the
power imbalance
between police 
officers and the
UNTRUE!
public, especially
Street checks are NOT lawful. The legal
UNLAWFUL
Implications of Banning Lawful
Street Checks
racialized people,
opinion provided to the Nova Scotia
a "voluntary"
 Police Obligation: Police officers would be hampered
in fulfilling
their
oath of publicisoffice
Human
Rights
Commission
clear, "The
interaction is
to find that interactions with citizens are banned. Street checks falls within police duties
common
law does not empower the police
tantamount to an recognized in common law generally and Canadian
jurisprudence specifically; to preserve
illegal detention the peace, prevent crime, and protect life and property.
to conduct street checks, because they are
where a person  Limitations to Proactive Policing: Police officers regularlynot
utilize
a number of
strategies They
to
reasonably
necessary.
are
reduce crime by using prevention strategies. This proactive policing work may be
impacted
reasonably
therefore illegal."
believes that they if voluntary interactions with citizens are prohibited. In other words, police officers may
observe something suspicious, however they may stay in the police vehicle, drive by, and
are not free to
not investigate suspicious activity (e.g., de-policing).It is precisely because there is no lawful
leave.


This is
evidence
of pre-text

policing,
which is
highly

troubling

Citizen Calls for Service/Reputational Risk: Citizens
expect
the police
to checks
questionthat the
authority
to conduct
street
suspicious or potentially criminal behaviour. In 2019, the VPD received over 19,000 calls
VPD policy
emphasizes
street
for service from citizens about suspicious behaviour
they observed
(this that
equates
to checks
approximately 50 calls a day). If banned, police may not be able
respond to citizens
areto "voluntary"
interactions.
who are calling the police because they observed suspicious activity. For example, the
VPD received several 911 calls from fearful women who felt they were being followed by
men. Other common calls from citizens include suspicious individuals looking through car
windows, or parents at a park who observe a lone male talking to children.
On-View Arrests: Incidents that begin as a street check, but upon further information, turn
into arrests (e.g., police learn, upon voluntarily obtaining ID, that the individual has a
warrant out for his/her arrest).
Enquiring about a Person’s Well-being or Safety: Police officers can
approach
someone
Police
are not
ideally
to see if they need help or provide information to the person in order
for
them
to
get
help; wellness
positioned to conduct
there is significant value to recording many of those interactions as it provides a record
checks. And how are these
that the person was last seen at a date, time, and location, should they go missing or harm
if police
befalls them. Banning street checks for these reasons means the"voluntary"
police officer
cannotare
and recording
request the person’s identifying information and no such record canrequesting
be submitted.

identifying information?
Progress towards the Pyxis Recommendations (pages 25-26 and Appendix A)


The VPD has met 21 of the 34 recommendations and is progressing towards the
completion of the remaining 13; with an estimated completion time of the end of 2021
(details are in Appendix A on page 27).
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